
Hotham Road
London SW15

£3,250,000



Hotham Road
London SW15

This exceptional three-bedroom apartment, with designated off-street parking, extends to
over 3,000 sq ft internally and is surrounded on two sides by a beautifully designed, private,
south-facing garden. It can be found in Hotham Hall, on a quiet residential street, moments
from Putney and the Thames, and within easy reach of Barnes and its green spaces.

Hotham Hall was built in 1913 as a community hall and later became a venue for concerts
and political meetings, hosting the Rolling Stones and The Who, and former Prime
Ministers, Sir Winston Churchill and Sir Anthony Eden. It was converted into eight
apartments in the 1990s and was designed and finished to an exacting standard throughout.
This particular apartment was updated to a design by murphy | davé architects. It is located at
the southern corner and has the largest footprint of any in the building. 

This opens to a galleried landing area, once used by the owner as a dining room, which
overlooks the central, double-height reception. The apartment is designed with excellent
spatial ingenuity, set over a series of stepped levels with sliding and pocket doors offering
the versatility of openness and privacy when needed. Just off the living space are two rooms,
one used as a gym, the other a study which is revealed by a full-height, sliding door clad in a
patchwork of red hide. The kitchen lies opposite and is designed by Bulthaup, with
appliances by Miele and Neff. Next to it is a dining space, set beneath double-height
glazing which opens externally to cedar decking and steps up to the garden.

The bedrooms are arranged around the central living space, with two in the north-eastern
corner and the master at the southern end. This is accessed from the gallery via a raised,
walk-through dressing room and has a large en suite bathroom, with walk-in shower and
fittings by Vola. Steps descend to the bedroom area; a wonderful space surrounded by
glazing, overlooking a reflection pool and with views to the garden.
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